All in One Bake Shop
Some of my favorite things...
Brown Cupcake Liners
Parchment
Circles
I like to save time and that’s what these
circles can do for you! They come in 6”,
8”, 10” and 12” rounds. Use them in
your cake pans along with your standard
methods for greasing pans to make
sure that your cakes come out perfectly.
No more cutting parchment circles.

Yes - we finally found brown cupcake liners!
Imagine - baking cupcakes and not having
a paper liner look great even after the
cupcakes have baked. You may have seen
them in some gourmet pitcures for cupcakes. These are glassine and will not
soakup liquid/grease from your batter. It
makes a pretty presentation of cupcakes
with even a variety of flavors having the
same color liner. They are available in the
mini and standard cup sizes.

Cookie Cutters
You know me - I love to decorate cookies and I love getting new cookie cutters! We
have some new really cute ones. Just
imagine the lipstick, nail polish, hair brush,
mirror, purse and shoes in a cookie bouquet for Mother’s Day! Come in to check
out the cookie cutter “wall”.

Cake Knife/Spatula
by Wilton
Is it a knife or is it a spatula? It is
both! This new tool from Wilton
combines a serrated cake knife
with an 8” cutting blade on one
side with a long straight spatula on
the other side. I like the handle
and the sharp blade for cutting
and carving cakes. Two tools in
one!

Texture Mats
by CK Products
These mats are great!
They are 21” x 23” - that
is big! and they come in
great designs - brick,
cobblestone, swirl,
waves, flowers and dots.
I have used them with fondant and
chocolate. They can also be used
with buttercream and gingerbread
and I am sure we will find even more uses
for these mats!

Uncoated Dragees
Use these uncoated dragees to make any color dragees that
you want! Simply put the dragees in a sealable container,
sprinkle with luster or petal dust or
powder color,cover, shake and
they are done. Pour out through a
strainer over parchment paper to
be able to “recover” your extra
dust. They come in 3 sizes - 4
mm, 5 mm and 8 mm sizes.
Image the uses of dragees that
will match your other decorations!

